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Abstract—Channel asymmetry and high fluctuation of channel conditions are two salient characteristics of wireless channels in mobile

environments. Therefore, when using IEEE 802.11 devices in mobile environments, it is critical to have an effective rate adaptation

scheme that can deal with these issues. In this paper, we propose a practical rate adaptation scheme called Rate Adaptation in Mobile

environments (RAM) and implement it in the MadWifi device driver. RAM uses a receiver-based approach to handle channel

asymmetry and a conservative SNR prediction algorithm to deal with high channel fluctuation. More importantly, RAM allows the

receiver to convey the feedback information to the transmitter in a creative manner via ACK transmission rate variation, which does not

require changes to the device firmware and hence is implementable at the device driver level. In addition, RAM adopts an effective

scheme to guarantee that RAM-based and legacy IEEE 802.11 devices can interoperate with each other. The effectiveness of RAM is

demonstrated via in-depth experimental evaluation in indoor static and mobile environments as well as outdoor vehicular

environments.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.11 WLAN, rate adaptation, MadWifi.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE increasing number of IEEE 802.111 devices have been
used in various mobile applications. Since most

resource management schemes for 802.11 devices are
designed for static environments, 802.11-based systems
may experience severe performance degradation in mobile
environments, such as low throughput and high latency.
This is due to the salient differences in wireless channel
characteristics between static and mobile environments. For
example, channel conditions in mobile environments
usually exhibit more severe asymmetry and higher fluctua-
tion than those in static environments.

In this paper, we study rate adaptation in mobile
environments. Rate adaptation is one of the fundamental
resource management issues for 802.11 devices. The goal is
to maximize the throughput via exploiting the multiple
transmission rates available for an 802.11 device and
adjusting its transmission rate dynamically to the time-
varying and location-dependent wireless channel condition.
From the experiments, we find that most existing rate
adaptation schemes cannot handle channel asymmetry or
high fluctuation of channel conditions well, and hence may
not be suitable for mobile environments. A few existing
schemes may be able to deal with channel asymmetry but
require changes to the CTS or ACK frame formats, which
typically are hard coded in the device firmware. As a result,
these schemes do not conform to the 802.11 standard and
thus may not be implementable with commercial 802.11
devices, which limits their practical applications drastically.

We propose a practical rate adaptation scheme, called
Rate Adaptation in Mobile environments (RAM), and
demonstrate its effectiveness in both mobile and static
environments via experiments and simulations. RAM has
the following features:

. RAM is a practical rate adaptation scheme and we
have implemented RAM in the MadWifi device
driver [1].

. RAM is a receiver-based scheme and can deal with
channel asymmetry well. Different from existing
receiver-based rate adaptation schemes, RAM uses
the variation of the ACK transmission rate to convey
the feedback information implicitly. This means that
RAM does not require changes to the CTS or ACK
frame formats and, hence, can be implemented at the
device driver level without modifying the device
firmware. To the best of our knowledge, this is one
of the first efforts in designing and implementing a
receiver-based rate adaptation scheme that works
with commercial 802.11 devices.

. RAM is an SNR-based scheme. To deal with high
SNR fluctuation, RAM adopts a conservative SNR
prediction algorithm to avoid overestimating future
SNR values which may cause unnecessary frame
losses and retransmissions.

. RAM uses an RTS window to regulate the usage of
RTS frames to deal with hidden nodes. Comparing
with RTS adaptation in existing rate adaptation
schemes, RTS adaptation in RAM is designed based
on a thorough examination of all possible transmis-
sion outcomes and the RTS window is updated in a
timely manner.

. RAM adopts an effective scheme to guarantee that
RAM-based and legacy 802.11 devices can inter-
operate with each other.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the related work on rate adaptation. Based on
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experiments, a few observations about wireless channel
conditions in mobile environments are presented in
Section 3. Section 4 describes the design and implementa-
tion of the proposed RAM scheme. Experimental study and
simulation-based performance evaluation are presented
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. The paper concludes in
Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Rate adaptation in static environments has been well
studied in the past [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. As shown in Table 1, these rate
adaptation schemes can be classified in the following ways:
transmitter-based or receiver-based; packet statistics-based or
SNR-based; window-based or frame-based.

Transmitter-based versus receiver-based. In transmitter-
based schemes, the transmitter makes the rate selection
decisions. By comparison, in receiver-based schemes,
the receiver monitors the channel quality, makes the rate
selection for the next frame transmission, and feeds the
decision back to the transmitter.

Packet statistics-based versus SNR-based. Based on the
information used to infer the channel condition, rate
adaptation schemes can be classified as packet statistics-
based and SNR-based. In packet statistics-based schemes,
ARF [2], AARF [3] (also known as AMRR for its
implementation in the MadWifi device driver), and
CARA-like schemes [4], [5] use consecutive frame transmis-
sion failure and success counts as indicators of the channel
quality. ONOE [11] and RRAA [6] calculate the frame loss
ratio and RRAA compares it with certain thresholds to
make rate updating decisions. SampleRate [7] chooses the
rate with the shortest expected frame transmission time. In
SNR-based schemes, CHARM [8], the scheme described in
[9] and SGRA [10] are transmitter-based. They use the
Receive Signal Strength Indictor (RSSI) values of the ACK
frames received by the transmitter to infer the channel
condition at the receiver side based on the assumption of a
symmetric channel. In comparison, RBAR [12], OAR [13],
and RARA [14] are receiver-based and they instead use the
RSSI values of data frames received by the receiver. In RAF
[15], the receiver determines the optimal transmission rate
and frame size based on the measured interference level.

Window-based versus frame-based. Based on the rate
updating period, rate adaptation schemes can be classified
as window-based and frame-based. ARF, AARF, and CARA-
like schemes use frame transmission failure and success

counts and make rate adjustment when the number of
frame transmission failures or successes is above a certain
threshold. The window sizes for RRAA and SampleRate are
150 ms and 1 second, respectively, by default. Window-
based schemes are reactive in nature as they rely on the past
history to predict future channel conditions. Moreover, it is
usually difficult to determine the optimal window size in
dynamic environments when the channel condition varies
often. In comparison, frame-based schemes adapt much
faster to rapid variations of the channel condition that are
often caused by fading and mobility.

In Table 1, we also list whether a rate adaptation scheme
has already been implemented. To our knowledge, none of
the receiver-based schemes has yet been implemented to
work with commercial 802.11 devices. In fact, these
receiver-based schemes likely are not implementable with
commercial 802.11 devices for the following reasons. RBAR
and OAR require modifications to the CTS (and possibly
RTS) frame formats, which does not conform to the 802.11
standard, while the variation patterns of the ACK transmis-
sion rate proposed in RARA are not supported by
commercial 802.11 devices and their device drivers.

In the presence of hidden nodes, it is difficult for the
transmitter to differentiate channel-error-induced frame
transmission failures from collision-induced ones, which
may lead to pessimistic usage of the transmission rates.
Adaptive usage of RTS/CTS has been recognized as an
effective way to deal with hidden nodes, and it has been
used in a few rate adaptation schemes such as CARA-like
schemes and RRAA.

The scheme in [16] combines the sender- and receiver-
based methods to adjust the rates of data as well as control
frames. In [17], the authors propose a rate adaptation
scheme for vehicular networks based on the context
information such as distance and relative velocity. It is a
history-based approach and requires repetitive training
before usage. It is designed specifically for vehicles traveling
along known routes. Therefore, this scheme may not be
suitable for dynamic mobile environments where routes are
not known a priori and the channel condition is unpredict-
able. In [18], the authors modify SampleRate for mobile
environments by reducing the estimation window size.

3 OBSERVATIONS FROM EXPERIMENTS

To design an effective rate adaptation scheme for mobile
environments, it is critical to have a good understanding of
the characteristics of wireless channels in mobile environ-
ments. To do so, we conduct experiments with two laptops
equipped with CB9-GP-EXT 802.11a/b/g cards [19] in
various indoor (static and mobile) and outdoor (vehicular)
environments. Each laptop is loaded with the MadWifi
device driver v0.9.4 [1] to measure and record the channel
conditions. Details of the setup of the experiments can be
found in Section 5.1. In this section, we present the
observations and findings from the experiments.

3.1 Issues with Packet Statistics-Based Schemes

3.1.1 Window-Based Rate Adaptation Schemes

This type of schemes collects packet statistics within a time
window (or a window of certain number of packets) and
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makes rate selection decisions at the end of the window. In
mobile environments, since the channel condition fluctuates
frequently, which will be discussed in Section 3.3, packet
statistics collected at the current window may become
obsolete when making rate selection decisions for future
transmission attempts. Fig. 1a shows a trace of DATA SNR
values in an experimental run for an outdoor vehicular
scenario. It can be seen from the figure that it would be
too pessimistic or optimistic to use the packet statistics
collected from window 1 or window 2 to select rates for
future packet transmissions. Another issue with window-
based rate adaptation schemes lies in the selection of a
proper window size. If the window size is too large, some of
the collected information may become outdated at the end
of the window, while if it is too small, the collected statistics
may not be accurate enough.

3.1.2 Count-Based Rate Adaptation Schemes

ARF and CARA-like schemes use consecutive frame
transmission failure or success counts to select the rate
for the next transmission attempt. They increase the rate
after 10 consecutive transmission successes and decrease
the rate upon two consecutive failures. This type of
approaches may not work effectively in mobile environ-
ments with high SNR fluctuations. As shown in Fig. 1b, the
success count of 10 may be too conservative for rate
increasing, and the failure count of two may be too
pessimistic for rate decreasing, which may lead to potential
underutilization of the channel.

3.2 Severe Channel Asymmetry

One interesting observation from our experiments is the
severe channel asymmetry in practical scenarios. As shown
in Figs. 2 and 3, ACK SNR values collected at the

transmitter usually differ significantly from DATA SNR

values collected at the receiver. The SNR difference is as

high as 15 dB in some outdoor vehicular scenarios. Since

channel symmetry is one of the key assumptions in several

existing transmitter-based rate adaptation schemes such as

CHARM and SGRA, these schemes may not be suitable for

mobile environments. Instead, receiver-based approaches

may be a better option.

3.3 High SNR Fluctuation

High SNR fluctuation is another important observation

from our experiments. In some traces such as the one

shown in Fig. 4a, the differences between consecutive SNR

values are as large as 10 dB. From the experiments, we

notice that high SNR fluctuation usually occurs when the

environment suddenly changes, e.g., opening or closing a

door, sudden acceleration of the vehicle, and vehicle

making a turn. Fig. 4b plots the histogram of the SNR

values shown in Fig. 4a and we can see that the distribution

of SNR values is quite irregular.
SNR prediction algorithms used in existing rate adapta-

tion schemes may not be able to handle the high SNR

fluctuation properly. As shown in Figs. 4a and 4c, the Light

Weighted Moving Average (LWMA) scheme used in
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Fig. 1. Packet statistics-based rate adaption schemes are not suitable
for mobile environments. (a) Issues with window-based schemes.
(b) Issues with count-based schemes.

Fig. 2. Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) of the
difference between DATA and ACK SNR values in indoor static and
mobile scenarios.

Fig. 3. ECDF of the difference between DATA and ACK SNR values in
outdoor vehicular scenarios.

Fig. 4. High SNR fluctuation in mobile environments.



CHARM almost always uses the previous SNR value as
the prediction for the next SNR value, which results in a
large number of overestimations of SNR values and hence
frame transmission failures. Similar problem exists for the
simple Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
scheme as well.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF RAM

To deal with the issues discussed in the previous section,
we propose a practical rate adaptation scheme, called RAM
that can be implemented with commercial 802.11 devices.
As shown in Fig. 5, RAM has the following components—at
the receiver side: 1) SNR prediction, 2) rate selection based
on SNR prediction, and 3) feedback of rate selection to the
transmitter; and at the transmitter side: 1) rate updating and
2) adaptive usage of RTS/CTS. Interoperability between
RAM-based and legacy 802.11 devices will be discussed at
the end of the section.

4.1 Receiver: SNR Prediction

To deal with high SNR fluctuation and irregular SNR
distribution, we propose a simple conservative SNR
prediction algorithm as follows: it maintains the moving
averages of the SNR values as well as the deviations to the
average SNR value:

Savg ¼ ð1� �Þ � Savg þ � � Scurr;
DEVavg ¼ ð1� �Þ �DEVavg þ � � jScurr � Savgj;

�
ð1Þ

and predicts the SNR value for the next frame as

Sest ¼ Savg � � �DEVavg; ð2Þ

where Scurr is the SNR value reported by MadWifi upon
each frame reception2 and �; �; � are design parameters. We
set � ¼ � ¼ 0:1 and � ¼ 1 in RAM, and the reason for
choosing these values will be discussed in the next section.
In comparison, both EWMA and LWMA predict the SNR
value without considering the deviation of recent SNR
values. They work as follows:

Sest ¼ Savg ¼ ð1� �Þ � Savg þ � � Scurr: ð3Þ

For EWMA, � is a fixed smoothing factor. For LWMA, � is
adjusted during the runtime: � ¼ 1

1þfðT Þ where T is the time

interval between consecutive transmissions and fðT Þ is a
linearly decreasing function of T , starting at 1 and
decreasing to 0 when T exceeds a decision time window
(2 seconds).

By considering the deviation of recent SNR values when
making the prediction, our algorithm can deal with high
SNR fluctuation well. It is designed to predict future SNR
values as accurately as possible without overestimating
them. This can be seen from an example shown in Fig. 6
where the predictions by our algorithm follow the lower
envelop of the SNR variation closely.

4.1.1 Effects of RAM Parameters

The values of three RAM parameters—�; �, and �-are
chosen based on the results of our trace-based ns-2
simulation. We import the SNR traces from experiments
using a time stamp-based approach. Basically, according to
the time stamp of a packet, we set its SNR value based on
the collected traces. We collect SNR traces from four
experimental scenarios: Walk-1, Walk-2, SlowDrive-1, and
FastDrive-1. The details of these scenarios can be found in
Section 5.1 and Table 5. For each scenario, we collect five
different SNR traces. Other simulation setups are the same
as those in Section 6.1.

We have simulated various combinations of �, �, and �

values, and selected results are shown in Fig. 7, where each
point is averaged over five traces. We can clearly see that a
small � does not perform well as it would lead to
overestimation of the channel condition and hence more
frame failures, retransmissions, and backoffs. On the other
hand, a large � does not perform well either as it would lead
to underestimation of the channel condition and hence
waste of the good channel condition. For the two smoothing
factors � and � that are used in the moving average
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Fig. 5. Overall structure of RAM.

2. Ideally, the SNR value of each received frame should be used as Scurr

in the algorithm. Unfortunately, the current MadWifi does not support per-
frame-based SNR measurement. While it measures the received signal level
for each frame, it only updates the noise level upon each interrupt and
usually multiple frames are served between interrupts [20]. Therefore,
strictly speaking, the SNR value reported by MadWifi upon each frame
reception is not the exact SNR value of the frame but an approximation to it.
Nevertheless, even with such limitation of the current MadWifi, RAM still
yields a noticeable performance improvement over existing rate adaptation
schemes, which will be shown in later sections via both experimental and
simulation results.

Fig. 6. An example of our SNR prediction algorithm.

Fig. 7. Effects of RAM parameters.



predictions of Savg and DEVavg, respectively, a larger value
would lead to a higher fluctuation in prediction, which
makes Sest more fluctuated. Overall, simulation results
show that RAM yields better performance when � is
between 0.5 and 1, and � and � are between 0.1 and 0.3;
there is no significant performance difference when they
vary in these ranges. For this reason, we set � ¼ 1:0 and
� ¼ � ¼ 0:1 in RAM.

4.2 Receiver: Rate Selection Based on SNR
Prediction

To select the proper rate for the next frame transmission to
maximize the throughput, RAM maintains a throughput-
versus-(rate, SNR) table. For each (rate ¼ R, SNR ¼ S) pair
in the table, we use GðR; SÞ to denote the expected
throughput when the frame is transmitted at rate R and
its SNR at the receiver is S. The table is updated upon each
data frame reception. In order to respond quickly in the
presence of bursty strong interference in the network, our
table updating scheme uses a moving average approach:

GavgðR;SÞ ¼ ð1� �Þ �GavgðR;SÞ þ � �GinstðR;SÞ; ð4Þ

where GinstðR;SÞ is the instant throughput for each distinct
ðR;SÞ pair observed between two consecutive data frame
receptions. Then, based on the predicted SNR value (Sest),
the receiver looks up the table and selects the rate for the
next frame transmission as follows:

R� ¼ arg max
R

GavgðR;SestÞ: ð5Þ

We implement RAM in the MadWifi device driver,
which employs the multirate retry (MRR) mechanism to
transmit a data frame. In RAM, transmitter and receiver
agree on the multirate retry mechanism and receiver may
use this knowledge to update the throughput-versus-(rate,
SNR) table. Before proceeding to the details about how the
table is updated, we first give a brief introduction about the
multirate retry mechanism.

4.2.1 Multirate Retry Mechanism

In MadWifi, whenever a frame is ready to send, MadWifi
can specify up to four different rates (r1 > r2 > r3 > r4)
along with their maximum retry counts (ci; i ¼ 1; . . . ; 4) for
the frame and pass these information to the card firmware
along with the frame. The frame is discarded after ðc1 þ
c2 þ c3 þ c4Þ unsuccessful transmission attempts, i.e., ci
attempts at the rate of ri. In MadWifi, the maximum total
number of transmission attempts for a frame is 10, meaning
that ðc1 þ c2 þ c3 þ c4Þ � 10. The card firmware reports the
total number of transmission attempts to MadWifi after the
frame has been transmitted successfully or discarded. In
RAM, we set c1 ¼ 4; c2 ¼ c3 ¼ c4 ¼ 2, and riþ1 to be the next
lower rate to ri (i ¼ 1; 2; 3). The reason for setting a larger
retry count (c1 ¼ 4) for the first rate r1 is because RAM
adopts a conservative SNR prediction algorithm and hence
r1 usually has already been selected conservatively. Mean-
while, c1 should not be set too large; this is to avoid
unnecessary retransmissions caused by prediction errors.
More discussions on the settings of retry counts may be
found in [3] and [8].

4.2.2 Updating the Throughput-versus-(Rate, SNR)

Table

When the receiver receives a data frame successfully, there
are two possible outcomes for each of the unsuccessful
transmission attempts (if any) prior to the successful
reception of the frame: frame was corrupted but header can be
retrieved by the receiver, or frame was completely lost. For the
former case, the information about the unsuccessful
transmission attempt such as the transmission rate and
the SNR of the frame are reported to MadWifi by the card
firmware, while for the latter case, this information is not
available. Interestingly, our experiments show that the latter
case rarely occurs in practice and we hence always assume
the former case when updating the throughput-versus-
(rate, SNR) table. Note that the SNR values reported by the
card firmware are integer values, meaning that the number
of entries in the table is a small finite number.

Suppose a data frame is received successfully during the
kth attempt at rate Rk and SNR of Sk, where 1 � k �
ðc1 þ c2 þ c3 þ c4Þ. For each of the unsuccessful attempts,
the receiver retrieves the rate and SNR information reported
by the card firmware. Then, we have the following:

LðRj; SjÞ ¼ 0; for 1 � j < k;
LðRj; SjÞ ¼ data payload; for j ¼ k;

�
ð6Þ

and

T ðRj; SjÞ ¼ txtimeðRjÞ þ backoffðjÞ; for 1 � j � k; ð7Þ

where LðRj; SjÞ and T ðRj; SjÞ are the amount of data
received successfully at rate Rj and SNR of Sj, and the
transmission time for such a frame, respectively. Here,
data_payload is the data payload of the frame, txtimeðRjÞ is
the frame transmission duration at rate Rj, and backoffðjÞ
is the average backoff time prior to the jth transmission
attempt, which is given by

backoffðjÞ ¼ min
ðCWmin þ 1Þ � 2j�1 � 1

2
;
CWmax

2

� �

� aSlotTime:

ð8Þ

Then, the instant throughput for each distinct ðR;SÞ pair
observed during k transmission attempts is calculated by

GinstðR;SÞ ¼
P
ðR;SÞ¼¼ðRj;SjÞ LðRj; SjÞP
ðR;SÞ¼¼ðRj;SjÞ T ðRj; SjÞ

; ð9Þ

and the corresponding GavgðR;SÞ is updated using (4).

4.3 Receiver: Feedback of Rate Selection to the
Transmitter

The 802.11 standard [21] specifies that the ACK frame
should be transmitted at the highest rate in the basic rate set
that is less than or equal to the transmission rate of the data
frame it is acknowledging. We call such ACK transmission
rate the default ACK rate. For example, the 802.11g basic rate
set is {1, 2, 5.5, 11, 6, 12, 24} Mbps. So if a data frame is
transmitted at 18 Mbps, the default rate of the correspond-
ing ACK frame is 12 Mbps. In practice, MadWifi allows two
different transmission rates for ACK frames, as listed in
Table 2 for Atheros chipset-based 802.11g cards. MadWifi
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can specify that an ACK frame is transmitted at a low rate
or a high rate (the default rate) via setting different values
of a special register [22].

RAM takes advantage of this MadWifi feature and
conveys the feedback information implicitly via the ACK
transmission rate variation.3 Specifically, if the receiver
wants to inform the transmitter to send the next frame at
the same rate as the previous frame, or at the next higher
rate, it transmits the ACK frame at the default high rate or
the low rate, respectively. For example, if the receiver
receives a data frame successfully at 36 Mbps, it can signal
the transmitter to send the next frame at 36 or 48 Mbps by
transmitting the ACK frame at 24 or 6 Mbps, respectively.

Note that for rates of 1, 2, 6, and 9 Mbps, there is only
one option for the ACK transmission rate. In RAM, we
disable the data transmission rates of 6 and 9 Mbps since it
has been observed from experiments that the throughput
performances of 6 and 9 Mbps are worse than that of
5.5 Mbps [8]. For rates of 1 or 2 Mbps, rate increasing
decisions are made at the transmitter side, which will be
explained in the next section, along with rate decreasing
decisions which are always made at the transmitter side
regardless of the current rate.

4.4 Transmitter: Updating the Transmission Rate

As described in Section 4.2.1, once r1 is decided for a data
frame, the multirate retry mechanism for the frame is
decided. In RAM, we decide r1 for the next data frame
according to the transmission result of the last attempt
(suppose at the rate of Rlast) of the previous data frame:

1. If it fails. The transmitter sets r1 to Rlast.
2. If it succeeds. The transmitter may take the following

actions depending on Rlast:

a. If Rlast > 2 Mbps, the transmitter relies on the
feedback from the receiver to set the rate for the
next frame. Specifically, if the transmitter
receives an ACK frame at the default high rate,
r1 ¼ Rlast; otherwise, r1 is set to the next higher
rate to Rlast.

b. If Rlast ¼ 1 or 2 Mbps, the transmitter makes the
rate updating decision using the following
heuristic. In RAM, the transmitter keeps track
of the ACK SNR values. When the current ACK
SNR is 5 dB higher than the previous one or
when the number of consecutive frame trans-
mission successes is larger than 4, r1 is set to the
next higher rate to Rlast. In an extreme case when
Rlast ¼ 1 Mbps and the current ACK SNR is 9 dB
larger than the previous one, r1 is increased to

5.5 Mbps directly. These thresholds are obtained
from the experiments.

By default, MadWifi uses the high ACK rate to calculate
the NAV value for a data frame transmission. In RAM, since
the receiver may transmit an ACK frame at the low rate to
signal rate increasing for the next data frame, we modify the
NAV calculation in MadWifi by using the low ACK rate
instead. This can be done by modifying the value of a
special register [22]. Since ACK frames are short, such
modification does not affect the performance much, which
will be discussed in Section 6.3. In addition, since the RAM
receiver uses a moving average to update the SNR
estimation and feeds back the rate selection decisions to
the transmitter on a per-frame basis, the RAM transmitter is
able to converge quickly (usually a few frames) to the
proper transmission rate even when the interval between
two consecutive frame transmissions is large.

4.5 Transmitter: Adaptive Usage of RTS/CTS

Adaptive usage of RTS/CTS has been recognized as an
effective way to deal with hidden nodes in 802.11 networks
and it has been used in several rate adaptation schemes
such as CARA-like schemes and RRAA. We propose an
advanced adaptive RTS scheme in RAM. Similar to the one
used in RRAA, our adaptive RTS scheme uses an RTS
window (with the size of RTSWnd) to regulate the usage of
RTS frames. All data frames within the RTS window shall
be transmitted with RTS/CTS support. Moreover, our
scheme examines all possible transmission outcomes thor-
oughly and updates RTSWnd in a timely manner as follows.

Table 3 lists two ways of attempting a data frame
transmission (i.e., with or without RTS/CTS), possible
outcomes of each attempt, and the corresponding actions
on updating RTSWnd. Initially, RTSWnd is set to zero to
disable RTS usage. The basic heuristic behind our adaptive
RTS scheme is that RTSWnd should increase more quickly
if a shorter frame is lost (which implies a higher collision
probability), and decrease more quickly if a longer frame
succeeds (which implies a lower collision probability). Since
an RTS frame is short, an RTS failure indicates that the
collision problem may be severe. Hence, we multiply
RTSWnd by 3. If an RTS transmission succeeds, we decrease
RTSWnd slowly (RTSWnd ¼ RTSWnd� 1) regardless
whether the subsequent data transmission succeeds or
not. This is because an RTS/CTS exchange has already
reserved the channel and reduces the probability of collision
to the subsequent data transmission. On the other hand,
without RTS/CTS support, a successful data transmission
(usually with a long transmission duration) indicates a
small chance of collision and hence we decrease RTSWnd
by half. When a data transmission fails with no preceding
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TABLE 3
Data Transmission Attempts, Outcomes, and
Corresponding Actions on Updating RTSWnd

TABLE 2
In MadWifi: Two Rates Available for ACK Frames

3. RAM-like rate adaptation solutions may be designed for other wireless
communication devices as long as the device driver supports similar
functions as MadWifi, such as dual ACK transmission rates.



RTS, the cause of the failure is unclear. In this situation,
we increase RTSWnd slowly (RTSWnd ¼ RTSWndþ 1).
We also set a maximum value of 32 for RTSWnd to
guarantee stable performance.

Note that in MadWifi, it is impossible to control the RTS
usage on a per-transmission-attempt basis. Therefore, when
we implement RAM in MadWifi, the RTS usage is
controlled on a per-frame basis. In other words, the
transmitter updates RTSWnd when it receives the report
from the card firmware after the frame has been transmitted
successfully or discarded.

4.6 Interoperability between RAM-Based and
Legacy 802.11 Devices

Given the fact that numerous legacy 802.11 devices have
been deployed and will continue to be used in many real-
world Wi-Fi applications, it is important to make sure that
RAM-based and legacy 802.11 devices can interoperate with
each other. We propose an effective scheme in RAM to
achieve this goal. Before proceeding to the details of the
scheme, we first introduce three modes that a RAM device
may operate in: Legacy mode, RAM mode, and Training mode.
Note that 1) a RAM device maintains a state transition
diagram for each of its communicating partners, meaning
that it could operate in different modes to communicate
with different partners; and 2) a legacy device always
operates in Legacy mode.

. Legacy mode. The transmitter in Legacy mode adopts
a non-RAM transmitter-based rate adaptation
scheme, e.g., SampleRate. Also, it calculates the
NAV value using the default high ACK rate. On the
other hand, the receiver in Legacy mode always
replies ACK at the default high ACK rate.

. RAM mode. The transmitter in RAM mode adopts
the mechanism mentioned in Section 4.4 to update
the transmission rate, and calculates the NAV value
using the low ACK rate. The receiver in RAM mode
replies ACK at the high or low ACK rate according
to the schemes described in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.

. Training mode. Training mode is a transient operation
mode and it will switch to RAM or Legacy mode
eventually. The transmitter in Training mode adopts
a non-RAM transmitter-based rate adaptation
scheme, but calculates the NAV value using the
low ACK rate.

The state transition diagram for RAM transmitters is
shown in Fig. 8a. As shown in the figure, a RAM
transmitter always starts at Training mode. In Training
mode, the transmitter uses a transmitter-based rate adapta-
tion scheme to update the rate. Meanwhile, it sets the NAV
using the low ACK rate to announce that it supports RAM.
Note that in Table 2, the high and low ACK rates are
identical for the data rates of 1 and 2 Mbps. Therefore, the
transmitter in Training mode will not switch to other
modes if the data rate is 1 or 2 Mbps. Besides, if no ACK
frame is received, the transmitter in Training mode also
will not trigger a state transition.

In Training mode, when the transmitter receives an ACK
frame successfully for a data frame sent at a rate other than
1 and 2 Mbps, a state transition is triggered as follows: if the

ACK frame is transmitted at the low ACK rate, the
transmitter knows that its communicating partner must be
a RAM device and thus switches to RAM mode immedi-
ately. On the other hand, if the ACK frame is transmitted at
the default high ACK rate, the transmitter considers its
communicating partner a legacy device and then switches
to Legacy mode, during which it keeps on monitoring the
status of future ACK frames. Any time it sees an ACK frame
transmitted at the low ACK rate for a data frame sent at a
rate other than 1 or 2 Mbps, the transmitter switches to
RAM mode; otherwise, it remains in Legacy mode.

The state transition diagram for RAM receivers is shown
in Fig. 8b. As shown in figure, a RAM receiver always starts
at Legacy mode. If it receives a data frame with NAV value
calculated using the low ACK rate and the data rate is not 1
or 2 Mbps, it realizes that its communicating partner must
be a RAM device and then switches to RAM mode
immediately. Otherwise, it remains in Legacy mode.

5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of RAM using
experimental results. We implement all the RAM modules
described in Section 4 in MadWifi. We call this complete
version of RAM implementation RAM-FULL. For compar-
ison purpose, we also implement another version of RAM,
called RAM-BASIC, which does not include the adaptive
RTS module.

5.1 Experimental Setup

The hardware and software configurations used in our
experiments are listed in Table 4. All experiments are
conducted using Dell Latitude D620 laptops equipped
with CB9-GP-EXT 802.11a/b/g WLAN adaptors, which
embed Atheros 5213 chipsets. We use off-the-shelf hard-
ware instead of sophisticated equipments to conduct
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experiments as this makes our experimental results
comparable to what users of ordinary 802.11 devices may
expect in realistic scenarios. For outdoor vehicular experi-
ments, we use 7 dBi omnidirectional external antennas,
which are shown in Fig. 9b.

In our experiments, we use Iperf [23] as the UDP packet
generator. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic is generated at
30 Mbps with packet size of 1,470 octets. The results for
each scenario are averaged over five experimental runs. In
order to minimize potential unexpected performance
variation caused by people’s movement and interference
from other 802.11 devices, indoor experiments are con-
ducted at nighttime or weekends and outdoor experiments
are conducted in the mornings during weekends.

We conduct experiments in both static and mobile
scenarios. Indoor experiments (static and mobile) are
performed on the third floor of Coover Hall (our
department building), as shown in Fig. 9a, and outdoor
vehicular experiments are performed in a parking lot near
Jack Trice stadium, as shown in Fig. 9b. We mark several

locations and moving trajectories on the figures, based on
which we design 12 different experimental scenarios, as
described in Table 5.

We compare the throughput performances of RAM-
FULL and RAM-BASIC against the following state-of-the-art
rate adaptation schemes: SampleRate [7], AMRR [3], ONOE
[11], ARF [2], RRAA [6], and CHARM [8]. While Sample-
Rate, AMRR, and ONOE have already been implemented
in MadWifi, ARF, RRAA, and CHARM have not or their
codes are not available. Therefore, we implement these three
schemes in MadWifi from scratch. Moreover, we do not
consider CARA [4] in the performance evaluation because
per-transmission-attempt RTS probing and CCA detection
proposed in CARA are infeasible in MadWifi.

5.2 Implementation Details

In this section, we describe the implementation details of
testing schemes mentioned above.

5.2.1 SampleRate, ONOE, and AMRR

SampleRate, ONOE, and AMRR are three existing rate
adaptation schemes available in MadWifi. In the following,
we give a brief introduction on how they are implemented
in MadWifi.

SampleRate tries to maximize the throughput by
estimating per-frame transmission time for each rate and
selecting the rate with the lowest expected per-frame
transmission time. In MadWifi, SampleRate uses EWMA
with a smoothing factor of 0.05 to update the average
transmission time for each rate, and adjusts the rate after
each second. As for the multirate retry mechanism,
SampleRate attempts transmitting a data frame at the
selected rate for seven times and then at 1 Mbps for three
times, i.e., c1 ¼ 7; c2 ¼ 3, and r2 ¼ 1 Mbps.

ONOE is less sensitive to individual frame failures. It
collects the number of successful frame transmissions (�succ)
and the total number of transmission attempts (�total)
during a 1-second period. If all frames need retry on
average (i.e., �total > 2 �succ), the credit for the current
transmission rate is decremented by 1. On the other hand,
if less than 10 percent of frames need retry on average (i.e.,
�total < 1:1 �succ), the credit for the current transmission rate
is incremented by 1. The rate is increased when the credit
for the current transmission rate is larger than 10.

AMRR is the MadWifi version of AARF which is an
adaptive variant of the well-known ARF scheme. AMRR
uses the success and failure counts of frame transmission
attempts when making the rate adaptation decisions.
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Configuration Parameters

TABLE 5
Description of Experimental Scenarios

Fig. 9. Venues for our indoor and outdoor experiments.



Compared with ARF, AMRR uses binary exponential
backoff to adjust the success count threshold. As a result,
when the channel condition is stable, unnecessary probes of
the channel status at a higher rate may be avoided.
However, in MadWifi, since the MRR mechanism is
adopted, it is infeasible to collect the accurate success and
failure counts because the transmission result of a frame is
only reported to MadWifi after a number of transmission
attempts for the frame and this number varies for different
frames. For this reason, AMRR sets c1 ¼ c2 ¼ c3 ¼ c4 ¼ 1 for
MRR and defines “success count” in a different way: if the
number of attempts at rate r2 is less than 10 percent of the
number of attempts at rate r1 in a time window of 500 ms,
it is considered a success count of 1 at rate r1. Similarly, if
the number of attempts at rate r2 is larger than one third of
the number of attempts at rate r1 in a time window of
500 ms, it is considered a “failure count” of 1 at rate r1. This
means that AMRR may only increase the rate after at least
5 seconds (¼ 500 ms� 10) and decrease the rate after at
least 1 second (¼ 500 ms� 2).

5.2.2 Implementation of ARF and RRAA

We have implemented three other testing schemes in
MadWifi: ARF, RRAA, and CHARM. We will discuss the
implementation details of ARF and RRAA in this section
and CHARM in the next section.

For ARF, we disable the MRR mechanism by setting
c1 ¼ 1 and c2 ¼ c3 ¼ c4 ¼ 0. This way, we can collect the
accurate success and failure counts of frame transmission
attempts, which is different from AMRR. A 2-second timer
is started when two consecutive transmissions fail. When
either the timer expires or the number of successfully
received acknowledgments reaches 10, the transmission
rate is increased.

For RRAA, we monitor the loss ratio for the current rate
during a short time window of 150 ms. At the end of the
window, we compare the loss ratio with predefined
thresholds to make the rate change decision. In RRAA,
each rate is associated with three parameters: an estimation
window size (ewnd, in terms of number of frames), a
Maximum Tolerable Loss threshold (PMTL), and an Oppor-
tunistic Rate Increase threshold (PORI). The authors of
RRAA only specify the parameter values for 802.11a rates
in [6]. In our implementation, by following the same
approach as in [6], we set the parameters for 802.11g rates,
which are listed in Table 6.

5.2.3 Implementation of CHARM

In [8], the authors of CHARM introduce the Rate SNR
Threshold Estimation module without, however, giving the
implementation details. CHARM maintains a table for each

rate where every entry (called bin) of the table corresponds
to an integer SNR value (in dB) and contains the numbers of
successful and failed transmissions at this SNR level. Each
rate is associated with an SNR threshold. Ideally, all frame
transmissions at a certain rate should succeed (fail) if the
SNR is higher (lower) than the SNR threshold of the rate.

In our implementation of the Rate SNR Threshold
Estimation module, we define two variables, thresh_inc_
count and thresh_dec_count, for each rate and use them to
determine how to adjust the SNR threshold for the rate.
Specifically, for each rate, we periodically (every second)
examine all the bins in its table and do the following:

. For each SNR level that is lower than the current
SNR threshold of the rate, if the frame success ratio
indicates a good performance (larger than 80 per-
cent in our implementation) of the rate at this SNR
level, thresh_dec_count is incremented by 1. The
rationale behind this is that when most transmis-
sions at this rate succeed at an SNR level lower
than its current SNR threshold, the SNR threshold
should be decreased.

. For each SNR level that is higher than the current
SNR threshold of the rate, if the frame success ratio
indicates a bad performance (less than 20 percent in
our implementation) of the rate at this SNR level,
thresh_inc_count is incremented by 1. The rationale
behind this is that when most transmissions at this
rate fail at an SNR level higher than its current SNR
threshold, the SNR threshold should be increased.

. If thresh_inc_count is larger or less than thresh_dec_
count, the SNR threshold of the rate is increased or
decreased by 1 dB.

5.2.4 Implementation of RAM

We will discuss the following two implementation details of
RAM: 1) how the ACK rate variation is achieved in
MadWifi; and 2) how the duration field value is set in
MadWifi. In general, these are done by tuning special
Atheros register values which are listed in [22].

For point 1, there is a special Atheros register called
AR5K_AR5212_STA_ID1 in which the upper 16 bits are
used to store part of the device MAC address and the lower
16 bits are used for device specifications. Two bits (B6 and
B7) of the device specifications are used for setting the ACK
rate: if both are set to 1, the device will send ACK at the low
ACK rate, while if both are set to 0, ACK will be sent at the
default high ACK rate.

We achieve point 2 via tuning a special register called
AR5K_RATE_DUR. MadWifi has two major modules, ATH
(which is open source) and HAL (which is in binary form).
ATH is the central component of MadWifi and it calls the
net80211 stack layer to exploit 802.11 functionalities and
calls HAL to communicate with the hardware. We find that
even if we change the value of the duration field of a frame
in ATH, it will be overwritten in HAL after the frame is
passed from ATH to HAL. In fact, HAL maintains a table
of duration values for each transmission rate, which is
stored in the AR5K_RATE_DUR register. In our implemen-
tation, we manually set the duration value for each rate in
this register according to the proposed RAM scheme.
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5.3 Experimental Results

We compare the throughput performances of testing
schemes in indoor static, indoor mobile, and outdoor
vehicular scenarios, and results are plotted in Fig. 10. In
this section, we first give a few general observations on the
results, and then discuss the results in each of the three
scenarios in detail.

The first general observation is that RAM schemes
clearly outperform other testing schemes in all experi-
mental scenarios, indoor or outdoor, static or mobile, and
the performance gain becomes more significant as the
relative speed of two stations goes up. This is because
RAM is receiver-based. By using the feedback from the
receiver, the transmitter can select the proper transmission
rate to match the current channel condition. In comparison,
CHARM is transmitter-based and suffers from channel
asymmetry. Moreover, RAM is frame-based, which can
adapt much faster to rapid variations of the channel
condition. In comparison, SampleRate, AMRR, ONOE,
and RRAA are transmitter-based schemes and based on
packet statistics. As a result, they usually are slow in
adapting to the channel variation.

Another general observation is that ARF and ONOE
perform the worst in most experimental scenarios. The
reason is as follows: ARF waits for 10 consecutive successful
transmission attempts before increasing the rate. Unfortu-
nately, from our experiments, we find that channel
fluctuation is common in practice, even in indoor static
environments. In the presence of channel fluctuation, it is

rare to have 10 consecutive successes. In comparison,
AMRR—ARF’s adaptive variant—adapts the success count
threshold by using a binary exponential backoff starting
with 10. As a result, AMRR performs better than ARF in
scenarios when the channel condition is stable, e.g., indoor
static scenarios. However, in mobile scenarios, the perfor-
mance of AMRR is as poor as ARF.

ONOE is a conservative rate adaptation scheme by
design: it increases the transmission rate at most once
during any 1-second period. Once it decides that a rate does
not work well for the current channel condition, it will not
attempt this rate again until at least 10 seconds later. From
the experiments, we observe that ONOE takes quite long
time to converge to the proper transmission rate. This also
indicates that the selection of a proper initial transmission
rate is critical for ONOE.

5.3.1 Indoor Static Scenarios

Experimental results for indoor static scenarios are plotted
in Fig. 10a. It can be seen that both RAM-FULL and
RAM-BASIC show comparable or better performances than
other testing schemes in all four scenarios. RAM-FULL and
RAM-BASIC yield similar performances. As will be shown
in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, their performances are similar
as long as there are no hidden nodes in the network. This is
because without hidden nodes, the RTS usage is disabled
for most of the time and hence RAM-FULL is almost
equivalent to RAM-BASIC. For Static-1 scenario, we observe
that the performance of CHARM is worse than all others.
This is because CHARM is designed based on the assump-
tion of symmetric channel conditions, which does not hold
in Static-1 where one station is at P1 (inside an office) and
the other station is at P2 (outside the office). From the SNR
traces collected in Static-1, we notice that the channel
conditions are highly asymmetric and the difference
between DATA SNR and ACK SNR is as large as 11 dB.

5.3.2 Indoor Mobile Scenarios

Experimental results for indoor mobile scenarios are plotted
in Fig. 10b. Similar to indoor static environments, RAM-
FULL and RAM-BASIC yield higher throughput than
others for all indoor mobile scenarios. Again, because
RRAA adopts a time window of 150 ms (hence may not
respond to channel variation quickly) and CHARM is
unable to handle channel asymmetry (hence may cause
unnecessary frame losses or underutilization of the good
channel condition), both RRAA and CHARM perform
worse than RAM.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of throughput performances (each point is plotted
with 90 percent confidence interval).

Fig. 11. Rate usage distribution for Walk-1. The number of successful or
failed transmission attempts is shown as a positive or negative bar.



In order to have a good understanding on how and why
RAM schemes outperform others, we investigate the Walk-
1 scenario in more depth and study the cause of the
observed throughput differences by plotting the rate usage
distribution of each scheme in Fig. 11. The numbers of
successful or failed transmission attempts at different
transmission rates are shown as positive or negative bars
of different colors. As shown in the figure, RAM schemes
make effective usage of the available transmission rates:
1) a majority of the successfully transmitted frames are
attempted at the highest rates of 48 or 54 Mbps; 2) a very
few frames are transmitted at the lowest rates of 1 or
2 Mbps; and 3) the frame loss ratio is low (3.63 percent for
RAM-FULL and 3.87 percent for RAM-BASIC). In compar-
ison, both RRAA and CHARM suffer a much higher frame
loss ratio at 10.56 and 12.70 percent, respectively. More-
over, we observe that SampleRate and ONOE transmit a
large portion of the frames at low rates due to their
conservative natures.

To evaluate the performance of RAM further, we have
done a few additional experiments under more complicated
indoor mobile scenarios: 1) duplex communication, where two
stations transmit data to each other simultaneously; and
2) interfering communication, where two additional commu-
nication pairs are introduced as the interfering sources to
operate on the same channel as the target communication
pair that we evaluate. In scenario 2, one of the interfering
pairs is colocated at the P4 position shown in Fig. 9a and
communicate at high rates, while the other pair is placed at
the P2 and P3 positions and communicates at low rates.
Results are plotted in Fig. 12, where the superior perfor-
mance of RAM-FULL over other schemes can be observed.

5.3.3 Outdoor Vehicular Scenarios

Fig. 10c shows the experimental results for outdoor
vehicular scenarios and Fig. 13 plots the rate usage
distribution of each testing scheme in the FastDrive-1

scenario. In general, the results are similar to those in
indoor mobile environments. In addition to the similar
observations discussed in the previous section, we have a
few more observations as follows:

First, from the SNR traces collected (not included in the
paper due to space limitation), we observe that the channel
condition in outdoor vehicular environments (with faster
station movement) fluctuates more frequently and at a
larger scale than indoor mobile environments (with slower
station movement).

Second, in spite of the high fluctuation of channel
conditions in outdoor vehicular environments, RAM con-
tinues to outperform all other schemes and the performance
gain becomes more significant. As shown in Fig. 13, when
using RAM-FULL in FastDrive-1, 81.27 percent of the
frames are transmitted successfully at 48 or 54 Mbps while
the frame loss ratio is only 3.15 percent.

Third, as shown in Fig. 13, both RRAA and CHARM
suffer an even high frame loss ratio (13.55 and 14.08 percent,
respectively, for FastDrive-1, in comparison to 10.56 and
12.70 percent for Walk-1) due to more dynamic channel
conditions in outdoor vehicular environments.

Lastly, comparing Fig. 13 with Fig. 11, we can see that
ONOE behaves quite differently in FastDrive-1 and Walk-1
scenarios. In FastDrive-1, ONOE transmits frames at much
higher rates for most of the time but the frame loss ratio is
also higher. This is because we use different initial
transmission rates for ONOE in FastDrive-1 and Walk-1
scenarios.

5.4 Interoperability between RAM-Based and
Legacy 802.11 Devices

As discussed in Section 4.6, it is important that RAM-based
devices can interoperate with legacy 802.11 devices. In this
section, we verify the effectiveness of our proposed solution
to interoperability using experimental results. We design
four experimental scenarios which are listed in Table 7.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of throughput performances in more complicated
indoor mobile scenarios (each point is plotted with 90 percent
confidence interval).

Fig. 13. Rate usage distribution for FastDrive-1. The number of
successful or failed transmission attempts is shown as a positive or
negative bar.

TABLE 7
Description of Experimental Scenarios for Interoperability

between RAM-Based and Legacy 802.11 Devices



There are two communication pairs in the experiments.
Communication pair 2 uses legacy 802.11 devices running
the SampleRate rate adaptation scheme, while communica-
tion pair 1 uses different combinations of RAM-FULL-based
and legacy 802.11 devices in different scenarios.

In the first experiment, we keep the transmitter of
communication pair 2 static at the P3 location shown in
Fig. 9a. Results are shown in Fig. 14a. When communication
pair 1 proceeds independently, it achieves a throughput of
15.2 Mbps when both stations use RAM-FULL. On the other
hand, if communication pair 2 proceeds independently, it
achieves a throughput of 25.6 Mbps. As we can see from
Fig. 14a, the performance of each link decreases when both
links are active and contend for the channel.

As discussed in Section 4.6, by using our proposed
solution, receiver of communication pair 1 in scenario C2
and transmitter of communication pair 1 in C3 will
eventually operate in Legacy mode. It means that C1, C2,
and C3 shall have a similar throughout performance, which
can clearly be observed in Fig. 14a. On the other hand,
stations of communication pair 1 in C4 will operate in RAM
mode eventually, which yields a much higher throughput
than other scenarios. Moreover, we observe that the
performance of communication pair 2 in C4 actually
decreases a bit comparing to other scenarios. This is
because RAM calculates the NAV value in a conservative
manner, which may give more chance for RAM-based
devices to contend for the channel when ACK is sent at the
high rate. This issue could be addressed by introducing
another timer and assigning it a value equal to the NAV
value; RAM-based device will not attempt to access the
channel until this timer expires, thus contending fairly with
other devices in the network.

In the second experiment, the transmitter of commu-
nication pair 2 moves in the same trajectory as the
transmitter of communication pair 1. Results are shown

in Fig. 14b and similar observations can be made as in the
first experiment.

6 SIMULATION STUDY

In this section, we use the ns-2 simulator [24] to evaluate the
effectiveness of RAM schemes in the presence of hidden
nodes, as well as the effects of ACK rate variation on the
system performance. The reasons for using simulation
instead of experiment to study these issues are as follows:
1) in practice, it is difficult to set up a hidden nodes
scenario; and 2) to study the effects of ACK rate variation,
we need to compare RAM with an ideal rate adaptation
scheme that can only be achieved in the simulation. In the
following, we first introduce the simulation setup, followed
by simulation results.

6.1 Simulation Setup

Instead of using the simple 0/1 packet delivery model given
in the ns-2 simulator, we use the empirical Packet Delivery
Rate (PDR) versus SNR curves in the simulations. These
curves (shown in Fig. 15) are obtained from 10 experimental
traces with each lasting for about 10 minutes. Moreover, for
the clarity of presentation and explanation, we assume the
802.11b PHY in the simulations. Simulations for other
802.11 PHYs yield similar results.

In the simulations, each transmitter transmits in the
saturation mode, i.e., its data queue is never empty, and all
data frames are transmitted without fragmentation. We use
LLC/IP/UDP as the upper layer protocol suite, and the
MAC-layer data payload length is 1,500 octets.

6.2 Simulation Results for Hidden Nodes Scenario

In the first part of the simulation, we investigate the
performances of testing schemes in the presence of hidden
nodes. The simulated hidden nodes scenario is shown in
Fig. 16, where two transmitters are located at opposite sides
of the receiver. Both transmitters start moving at 5 m/s at
the same time and they are hidden to each other along most
of the trajectory. We simulate a Ricean fading channel with
a K-factor of 6 dB and assume a maximum speed of 10 m/s
for movement in the environment.
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Fig. 15. The PDR versus SNR curves for 802.11b rates used in the
simulation.

Fig. 16. The simulated hidden nodes scenario.

Fig. 14. Experimental results for interoperability between RAM-based
and legacy 802.11 devices (each point is plotted with 90 percent
confidence interval).



We compare the throughput performances of RAM
schemes against the following rate adaptation schemes:
SampleRate, ARF, ARFþ RTS (ARF with RTS enabled all
the time), RRAA, CHARM, and CARA. Note that CARA is
a rate adaptation scheme that is not implementable with
commercial 802.11 devices and hence is not evaluated in our
experimental study.

Throughputs of testing schemes are compared in
Fig. 17a. As expected, schemes with RTS capabilities such
as RAM-FULL, ARFþ RTS, CARA, and RRAA can deal
with hidden nodes well and yield higher throughput.
Among them, RAM-FULL has the best performance. In
comparison, schemes without RTS capabilities suffer sig-
nificant performance degradation, including RAM-BASIC,
CHARM, ARF, and SampleRate. ARF performs particularly
bad because it cannot differentiate collision-induced losses
from channel-error-induced losses and hence transmits at a
very low rate. Note that CHARM yields comparable
throughput as RAM-BASIC. This is because we use the
Ricean fading model to simulate a perfect symmetric
channel, and hence CHARM does not suffer from asym-
metric channel conditions.

We plot the rate usage distributions of testing schemes in
Fig. 17b. High frame loss rate caused by hidden nodes can
be seen in the figure for RAM-BASIC, CHARM, ARF, and
SampleRate. Among them, ARF has the highest frame loss
ratio of 61 percent. In comparison, when RTS is used to deal
with hidden nodes, frame loss ratio is reduced drastically
for RAM-FULL, ARFþRTS, CARA, and RRAA. RAM-
FULL has the largest number of successful transmission
attempts and the smallest frame loss ratio, which explains
its best throughput performance.

6.3 Effects of ACK Rate Variation on the System
Performance

In the second part of the simulation, we study the effects of
ACK rate variation used in RAM schemes on the system
performance. In RAM schemes, since we set the duration
field using the low ACK rate, when the receiver replies
ACK at the high rate, the channel will be idle for a short
period of time. To verify that this mechanism will not cause

noticeable performance degradation, we simulate multiple

Tx-Rx pairs transmitting simultaneously and stations are

randomly placed within a circle with a radius of 40 m.

Transmitters always transmit in the saturation mode.
We compare RAM-FULL with a scheme called Ideal-

RAM in terms of the system throughput. Ideal-RAM

operates in the same way as RAM-FULL except that

Ideal-RAM does not use the ACK rate variation to convey

the feedback information; rather, the rate selections by the

receiver are made available to the transmitter by modify-

ing the ns-2 simulator. So, Ideal-RAM is only possible with

the simulator but not implementable in practice. We vary

the number of Tx-Rx pairs and simulation results (aver-

aged over 20 simulation runs) are given in Table 8. We can

see that even when the network is heavily loaded with

32 Tx-Rx pairs, the ACK rate variation used in RAM-FULL

only results in a small 5.9 percent degradation of the

system throughput.

7 CONCLUSIONS

From the experiments, we find that conditions of wireless

channels in mobile environments exhibit severe asymmetry

and high fluctuation. To deal with these issues, we propose

a practical rate adaptation scheme, called RAM, for 802.11

devices in mobile environments. RAM is a receiver-based

scheme and the main novelty of RAM lies in the usage of

ACK rate variation to convey the feedback information

from the receiver to the transmitter. Moreover, a RAM-

based 802.11 device is able to identify whether its commu-

nicating partner is a RAM-based or legacy 802.11 device,

based on which it operates in the corresponding mode. This

way, the interoperability between RAM-based and legacy

802.11 devices can be guaranteed.
We have implemented RAM in the MadWifi device

driver and extensive experimental results show that RAM is

able to deal with channel symmetry and adapts quickly to

the channel variation. It outperforms existing rate adapta-

tion schemes in both static and mobile environments,

particularly in outdoor vehicular scenarios.
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